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FLOOR BOARDS AND SPRING BOUNCE
CLEARANCE.......................................................
I was asked the other month where the join was for the two pieces of
floor board each side of the car i.e. how long was each piece. My reply was I
didn’t know as both my Ds had one piece floor boards! However, consulting
the Spares Booklet, part of page 23 reproduced here:

The measurements suit D0311 but obviously you need to fit to your own
car. The ‘side wall’ of the rise is made of 1/8” or 3/16” plywood whereas
the rise itself is a piece of the floor board material itself. Finally, the above
diagrams exaggerate the size but this photo of my installation in D0311
covered in suitably fitted carpet gives a truer picture.

Any comments or actual facts on any of the above would be welcome!

BITS AND PIECES....................................................
It clearly lists a large and a small for each side! Does anyone know the
lengths of each? It also shows ‘pedal strip’ presumably a piece round the
bottom of the pedals – has anyone got one?
Another interesting fact it raises is in the carpet listing – in that it shows
a piece for the footwell for both the long and short chassis. I’ve always been
under the impression that the footwell for the 7’ wheelbase cars wasn’t
worth the effort and in my D0311 the footwell is just boarded over with
the one piece floor. However the extra 2” in the later cars (7’2” wheelbase)
makes use of the footwell practical and this I have in D0464.
The other question raised was that of the ‘spring bounce clearance’.
Theoretically the rear spring could ‘bottom out’ and hit the floorboard. I
have incorporated this for D0311 the main reason being that the rear seat
facia board already had the cut outs for them as in this sketch:

In the last issue covering email I promised some parts for sale – I’m still
sorting through but here are a few to start. Knowing we have M Type and
Morris Minor readers some parts are more suited to them than D Types but
if in doubt ask:
2 Cylinder heads – usual broken studs and valve guides but otherwise
sound, one has broken oil restrictor pin still in. £35 and £50.

Excellent front engine housing/dynamo mounting. £100

The corner of each floor board therefore looks like this:
Excellent Front engine radiator mounting. £50
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Useable cam shaft £35

3 Spoke steering wheel,
excellent, recovered in
celluloid few years ago. Fits
the D Adamant steering
column but more correct for
M/MM ? £120

Oil pump dismantled, all there but recommend getting the adaptor plate
and using new thicker gears. £30

D/J1/F1 Headlamp wing brackets, perfect. £60 pair.

Excellent Sump, all fins whole £150

D/J1/F1 Dashboard glove box door knobs, new, super finish £15
D/J1/F1 Correct rubber mounting for front side lamps £5 pair.
D/J1/F1 New Black turn knob for Headlamp switch £6

MM/M Oil filter body, bracket and both pipes – no lid or basket £20

MM/M Gear box top with selectors £15

Pair of Lucas LB140,
same as L140 but have
the adaptor rims to
take 7” light units –
both rims included but
only one light unit but
standard rims included
to convert to standard
L140. Reflectors and
glasses needed to
finish. £150.
Can collect or carriage at cost, home or abroad, can hold till after the
Christmas parcel panic is over. As usual with anything I sell happy to have
it back if not delighted. Hopefully more in the next issue (Due 1st March).
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